Design Collective Partners
Alexandra von Furstenberg – Los Angeles, California
“My vision is an alliance between luxury, art, fashion, trend and movement.”

www.alexandravonfurstenberg.com

In addition to her career in fashion, Alexandra von Furstenberg interests lie in interior design. Alexandra’s
2008 collection of uber-contemporary and highly innovative limited-edition Lucite tables in fluorescent colors
are available only at her Melrose Avenue gallery and Ma(i)sonry Napa Valley.
•

Accolades: Creative Director and Director of Image for Diane von Furstenberg, an iconic fashion powerhouse.

Citizen: Citizen – San Francisco, California
“Citizen: Citizen fosters new ways of seeing and a deeper understanding of the world around us.”

www.citizen-citizen.com

Citizen: Citizen’s collection of objects challenges established notions of beauty and design. The collection is
carefully selected from leading creatives in the art and design worlds to highlight the arbitrary nature of the
boundaries between art and design. Custom designed pieces and limited editions will be featured at Ma(i)sonry
Napa Valley.
www.hudsonfurnitureinc.com
Hudson Furniture Inc. – New York, New York
“We put high regard and value on these trees by turning them into pieces of enduring art instead of leaving them out to decay.”

Hudson Furniture Inc. respects the natural forms of trees and inherent grain of wood with well defined
organic lines and geometric forms using traditional joinery techniques and hand rubbed oil finishes. Wood
slabs are domestically sourced from either salvaged trees or wind/storm damaged trees. Hudson Furniture
Inc. also specializes in fine, hand crafted lighting.
•

Accolades: New York's only repository for legally harvested petrified wood.

LINLEY – London, United Kingdom
www.davidlinleyfurniture.com
David Linley founded his company David Linley & Co in 1985. It has now become known simply as
LINLEY. LINLEY prides itself on its dedication to the pursuit of excellence in the design and creation of fine
furniture and interiors. The individual sense of taste and style of the founder and Chairman, David Linley, is
prevalent in all that he does.
•

Accolades: Vanity Fair, House & Garden, The English Home, among others.

Ron Mann – Sonoma, California
“I get help from the greatest designer: Mother Nature.”

www.ronmanndesign.com

Ron Mann’s work encompasses commercial and residential projects, with a focus on designing from the
ground up. Ron prefers to custom design and build all interior and exterior elements of a property with an eye
to integrating the structures with the terrain. He utilizes environmentally sustainable building practices,
including recycled woods, locally harvested stone and natural materials in both construction and furnishing.
•

Accolades: Architectural Digest Top 100

